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SIMILARITY OF CERTAIN OPERATORS IN l"

SHMUEL KANTOROVITZ1

Abstract. Let M be the multiplication operator in /', 1 < p < oo, i.e., M:

x = {xk} -» {kxk}. Let w = {wj}fL0 be a weight, i.e., a positive sequence

such that W| < w0 = 1 and wn+m < w„wm. For feC, define N¿ on /' by

Then {A^; feC) is a holomorphic group of operators, and for any

function g holomorphic on the spectrum of N¿, M + g(N¿) is similar to

M + g(l)I.

1. Introduction. It was proved in [3] that the operators M + A/ and M + ¡J

in Z/(0, 1), 1 < p < oo (where M: f(x) -* xf(x) and J: f(x) -» /£/(/) dt; X,

ju G C) are similar if and only if Re À = Re ju. It is natural to look for an

analogous result in P, with M the "multiplication operator"

(Mx)k=kxk       (*-{**£-! e/')'

and with a suitable discrete analog of J. Since M is an unbounded (closed,

densely defined) operator in lp, it is convenient to have the corresponding J

bounded, and the natural choice is the "weighted summation operator" in P

0) (Mt-2K/^    (¿ = i,2,...),

where the "weight" w = {wj}JL0 is a positive sequence such that

(2) w. < w0= 1,

(3) wn + m < wnwm        (m, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ).

For example, wn = exp( — anb) defines a weight for a > 0, b > 1. On the

other hand, any weight w is majorized by an exponential weight {e~an}, since

w„ < -v" by (3) and w. = <?~a with a > 0 by (2). Note also that w is strictly

decreasing (w„+m < wnw¡" < w„), and ||w|| = V?_0w„ < (1 - w,)"1.

The result in [3], and a corresponding result for Z/(0, oo) [7, p. 1196]

(which is a closer analog to our P situation) have been imbedded in an

abstract theory [4], [7] whose main ingredients are:

(i) J is imbedded in a "regular" semigroup of operators;
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(ii) the pair (M, J) satisfies the "Volterra commutation relation" [M,

J] c J2 (where [M, J] = MJ - JM).

Looking first for an enveloping semigroup for our Nw, we actually discover

an enveloping holomorphic group {N%; f E C} given by

«>    <**>.-¿(SXr"iTy)* <*e">-
where

( a ) = a(a - 1) • • • (a - n + 1)/«!    for n = 1, 2, . . .

and

(J)=i      («ec).

Trivially, Wj = A^, N® = I (the identity operator), and (N¿x)¡ = xl for all

fEC. However, instead of (ii), we have [A/, A/J c NW(NW - /), and this

"slight" difference leads to totally different results: all the operators M +

XN¿ are similar to M + XI; in particular, M + XN^ is similar to M + ¡iN£ if

and only if X = u!. More generally, our main result (Theorem 2) states that

for any weight w, for any feC, and for any function g holomorphic on the

spectrum rj(A/¿) of A/¿, the operator M + g(N¿) is similar to M + g(\)I.

Since M + XI and M + fil are similar if and only if X = ju. (by spectrum

consideration), our theorem establishes that within the family 911 = {M +

g(Nl)} (where the weight w, the complex number f, and the function g

holomorphic on o(N¿) are parameters), a complete set of similarity invariants

is (g(l)}, and A/ + g(\)I is a canonical similarity model for the class with

the invariant g(l). Note that 9H is a family of spectral operators of scalar

type (since M + XI is trivially of this type). This should be compared to the

negative results for Re f = 1 in Lp (cf. [3], [5, Theorem 12], [7]), and to the

positive results for Re f > 1 there (cf. [4, §7] and [7]).

In this paper, we say that a function is holomorphic "on K" (with K

compact) if it is holomorphic in a simply connected open set containing A'.

2. The enveloping group.

Theorem 1. For each weight w and 1 < p < oo, {A7^; f£C} is a

holomorphic group of bounded operators in lp. Its infinitesimal generator is the

bounded operator Aw defined by

k ^   '    /     W,      \ X:

(5) M,- 0,    (A„x)k= ̂[^Jyzj        (k > !)

In particular,

(6) NS = exp(M„),        ? E C.

Proof. Since wk/wj < wk_j (0 < j < A:) by (3), and

('Tvrri (f E C;y = 0, 1,2, ...),
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we have

(7)

Let

0,      j < 0,

|(^)J<£i*-y(W    ¿**    y)w       (*^).

(«),-

and (\x\)k = \xk\. Considering P as a subspace of P(Z), the right-hand side

of (7) is the convolution k^ * \x\, and it follows that

PH^'II.imi,-
Since

|#|,< S (,f|~!+44-o-*.)'"
y-o\       7       /

we conclude that for each weight w and {eC,

(8) pi||<(l-w,)"m.

The group property is verified next. Fix x E P, and a, ß E C. For « = 1,

■i,(?)ï(-:-;:r')('-r,+'H

In the transition from the second to the third line, we used the identity

<>>   !0("-y-r')('-,1+'H°+^,+")-
which follows trivially from the binomial expansion

<i-*r-i(a~!+j'V   (m<i)
;=o\        J        I

and the convolution formula for the coefficients of the product of power

series.

Consider now the operator Aw defined in (5). Regarding again P as a

subspace of P(Z), we have
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\(Awx)k\ < (aw * \x\)k

for all x E lp, where (a^j = 0 for y < 0 and (aw)j = Wj/j for y > 1. Hence

KII<KII,<2 -f = -108(1-^,),

proving the boundedness of Aw.

For f£C\ (0),  let  7* = £ -\N$ - I) - Aw. Then for each x E lp,

(T¿x)k = 0for/c = 1,2, and

_,  v      %2( »k \ [^+\)---^ + k-j-l)-(k-j-l)\]xJ

for k > 2. It follows that

\(TU)k\<(hS*\x\)k       (k = \,2,...)

where (hl)k = 0 for k < 1 and

{hi)k= wk\Q + 1) • • ■ (f + * - 1) - (* - 1)!|/*!    for* > 1

(as usual, /' is considered as a subspace of lp(Z)). Hence || T¿\\ < |j/^5IIi- For

|f | < 1, the series for ||Ä^||, is majorized by the convergent series 22jj°=2H'íí-

Therefore \\h¿\\¡ is a continuous function of f in |f | < 1, and since ||A£||i = 0,

it follows that II^H, -» 0 as f -> 0, and we conclude that lim^0 Ç~x(Nl — I)

= Aw in the uniform operator topology. Since {/Vf; f £ C} is a group, the

proof is complete.

3. The similarity result. We come now to our main result, valid in any lp

(1 < p < oo ) and for any weight w.

Theorem 2. For any f EC and for any complex function g holomorphic on

o(N£), M + g(N¿) is similar to M + g(\)I.

Proof. We first reduce the general case to the case f = 1.

As in the proof of Theorem 1, one obtains the estimate

ha^'ii < y, wII   w n     ¿^   j
j-0 i"-j+J)

(t real).

For./ > 1,

(*-!+')-'n(i + *H
l        J        J     m=,V        ml    J

(where II? = 1); hence

<n(. + 4)- sinh Ttt

•at
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Therefore,

(10) ||JV¿'| <||w||(sinh 7r//v7/)l/2.

Let

s+(Aw) = sup Im o(Aw)   and   s~(Aw) = inf Im o(Aw).

By [2, p. 165],

s±(Aw)^   lim    f-'log||exp(-i^)||

-Jim   rl log\\N-"\\,

and by (10),

(11) ^(^J^i    hm   |/|"'log|sinhvTi|= vr/2.
|<|-»oo

Since a(Nw) = exp o(Aw), it follows that

\Argo(N„)\=\lmo(Aw)\<w/2,

i.e., o(Nw) is contained in the closed right half-plane, and since 0 E o(Nw) (cf.

Theorem 1), the nonpositive axis is not in o(Nw). Therefore the principal

values Log À and hs(X) = Af = exp(f Log X) (for any { £ C) are

holomorphic on o(Nw). By the composite function theorem [1, p. 171],

Log Nw = Log exp(Aw) = Aw

and

he(Nw) = exp(f Log Nw) = exp(^) = N*.

Let g be a complex function holomorphic on o(NJ,) = hs(a(Nw)). Then

ft = 8 ° hs is holomorphic on rj(N,J and ft(N„) = g(N¿). Assuming Theorem

2 for f = 1, we obtain that M + g(N¿) = M + fr(Nw) is similar to M +

/j(l)/ = A/ + g(l)7, and the general case is established.

It remains to prove Theorem 2 for f = 1. We rely on the following special

case of our theorem in [6].

Lemma. Let B and C be commuting bounded operators in a Banach space X,

and let M be a closed operator in X with B-invariant domain such that [M,

B] C C. Then for any complex function f holomorphic on o{B), M + f'(B)C is

similar to M. More precisely,

M + f'(B)C - e-f(B)Me«B)

(as unbounded operators).

In our case, a direct calculation shows that the multiplication operator M

in P has /^-invariant domain, and [A/, Aw] c Nw - I. By the lemma,

(12) M + f'(Aw)(Nw - I) = exp[ -f(A„)]M cxpf(Aw)

for any complex function / holomorphic on o(Aw). If h is holomorphic on

a(Nw\f(X) = h(ex) is holomorphic on a(A J, and (12) implies
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(13) M + h'(Nw)N„(Nw -I) = exp[-h(Nw)]Mexph(Nw).

Since (Awx)l = 0 for all x E lp, Aw is not onto, hence 0 E a(Aw), and

therefore 1 E a(Nw). Consequently, any g holomorphic on a(Nw) may be

written as

g{X) = g(l) + (X-\)gl(X)

with g, holomorphic on a(Nw). Since 0 £ o(N„), g\(X)/X is holomorphic on

a(Nw), and there exists a function h holomorphic on o(Nw) such that h'(X) =

g,(A)/A. We have

A'(A)A(A - 1) = g(A) - g(l),

and therefore (13) implies

M + g(Nw) - g(\)I = cxp[-h(Nw)]M exp h(NJ,

i.e.,

M + g(K) = e*p[-h{Nw)][M + g(l)/]exp A(ATW).

Q.E.D.
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